
Railway Recruitment Cell 
Eastern Railway 
56, C.R. Avenue 
Kolkata-700012 

 

Notice No. RRC/ER/GDCE/01/2022(133) dated 01/11/2022 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR CANDIDATES 
GDCE Notification No. RRC/ER/GDCE/01/2022 

 

(For post of Goods Train Manager/Traffic Deptt.) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

In connection with above GDCE, list of 6767 candidates eligible and 719 candidates 

who are NOT eligible for the post of Goods Train Manager is attached herewith as Annexure-

A and Annexure – B respectively. The applicants are advised to check their names in the attached 

lists. The decision on eligibility was taken by controlling unit as records/information of candidates 

is available with controlling unit. 

Candidates who have been placed in the annexed list of NOT ELIGIBLE CANDIDATES 

are given a period of 10 days time from 02.11.2022 till 11.11.2022 to raise objection/appeal 

to their controlling unit and also to mail RRC-ER in mail id rrcerkolkata2022@gmail.com with the 

copy of the appeal addressed to their controlling unit. The mail should be with subject heading 

“GDCE GTM 01/2022 – appeal regarding eligibility”. No further appeal will be entertained by 

RRC-ER from any candidate after 11.11.2022. 

 
The eligibility list, community status and other details are based on the application forms 

filled up by applicants and data provided by controlling units. Hence, eligible candidates will be 

allowed for CBT purely on provisional basis. The detailed verification of eligibility as per 

notification will be done during the recruitment process especially during Document Verification 

and if any discrepancy is found then candidature will be cancelled, in spite of clearing the CBT.  

 

Candidates are advised to go through the detailed guidelines in the notification and 

they are also advised to be in readiness to appear in CBT, date of which will be intimated 

shortly. The list of allotted centers would be published after getting the information from Exam. 

Conducting Agency. 

 
The eligible candidates should keep their registered mobile numbers and e-mail 

IDs (as filled up in GDCE application form) functional till the finalization of entire 

recruitment process. For rest of the information, candidates should keep checking the notice 

board of website of RRC/ER/Kolkata and no information/letter will be sent by post. 

 

Sd/- 
Chairperson 

Railway Recruitment Cell 
Eastern Railway/Kolkata 
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